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Case Study:  
A chemical coatings manufacturer 
needed a complete operational 
conversion for their facility
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Case Study Snap Shot

Background and challenge:

A chemical coatings manufacturer made a significant investment into improving their 
facilities—only to be met with lower efficiencies and rising labor related costs. 

Solution and results:

LeSaint was brought in to turn things around. LeSaint:

• Took over the facility operations
• Examined each department
• Kept key existing staff, complemented by new hires
• Improved production while lowering costs

“After investing so much money into our facility, 

we didn’t have any choice but to make it work. 

LeSaint came in and immediately saw ways 

to improve performance. They completely 

immersed themselves into our operations and 

turned things around on a dime.” – VP of Operations 
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The Challenge

A chemical coatings manufacturer made a great number of expensive changes and upgrades 
to their existing facility to accommodate and enhance their entire supply chain operation. 
But improving the facility’s efficiencies proved more challenging than they thought. Their 
problems were compounded by a labor challenge that greatly increased overall cost, i.e. 
health care costs. 

Due to the amount of capital investment to improve the facility, the company couldn’t 
walk away from their investment and convert operations to a different building. But they 
needed help. 

The Solution

LeSaint was brought on board to improve performance and deal with the growing labor 
related cost issue. They began by assessing the workforce currently in place. In some cases, 
the client made recommendations on key staff members, and in others, LeSaint determined 
which employees were vital to maintain operations. LeSaint knew current team members 
would supply the veteran knowledge needed to keep the process running smoothly. But 
adding new staffing and enhancing processes was also vital.

LeSaint ran a mini-discovery phase, asking questions, probing each and every nuance to 
understand the existing processes and uncover better ways to implement them, as well the 
ideal employee staffing levels. 

Then, with a hybrid team of existing and new team members, LeSaint systematically 
revamped each part of the operation, one department at a time. 

In short they:

 • Assembled a task force with veterans from the existing company and 
  LeSaint team experts 
 • Thoroughly immersed themselves in the operations
 • Trained, including the maintained staff
 • Fine-tuned, filled in employment gaps, established operating procedures 
  and improved efficiencies, department by department 

Results

When taking over operations of an existing facility, LeSaint brings the expertise and the 
processes needed for success. The client saves money, increases efficiencies and finds 
no delays in the transition. In this case, the LeSaint facility operational conversion was 
able to deliver a 25-30% in savings in labor alone. 

Turning a troubled facility around
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This chemical coatings manufacturer benefited so much more. 

As a result of LeSaint taking over operations, the chemical manufacturing client found 
immediate improvements and cost reductions including: 

 • Improved production speed 
 • Accurate, higher quality work
 • Labor costs cut by more than a third
 • Software improvements that brought a higher level of reporting 
  without an expensive investment

LeSaint took over the chemical facility operations as a Price + Operation agreement. In this 
relationship, LeSaint guarantees a margin for the client, and LeSaint’s reimbursement is 
directly related to delivering on that promise. If their client saves more, LeSaint earns more, 
so that both company’s earning goals are perfectly in sync. 

LeSaint never views their relationships as short term fixes and is constantly moving to improve 
margins and operational performances. In fact, LeSaint targets commitments to offset the 
amount of work it takes to go in, assess, change, train and enhance the operation.

BIG challenges. BIGGER solutions.

Delivering better supply chain performance.
The LeSaint 360logic™ process

Every logistics variable comes with its own set of challenges, whether due to warehouse 
space, inventory control, product movement or technology. To build the right logistics 
efficiencies, LeSaint begins with a 5-step process that allows us to create a holistic, 
360-degree solution to meet even the most unique needs.

Discover

We ask questions, we probe, and we investigate to fully understand our clients’ supply chain 
demands now, and their anticipated needs tomorrow. We work with them to isolate areas 
where we can improve performance, with an eye on the future.

Turning a troubled facility around (continued)
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Create

Our engineers map out the physical and electronic flow through every stage of the supply 
chain. They take into consideration the facility, warehouse layout, personnel needs, product 
density requirements and entire transportation model. 

Implement

We create a detailed plan to ensure we meet our clients’ target due dates. Our implementation 
scope includes the statement of work, a detailed project plan, weekly onboarding meetings, 
technology setup and a target go-live date.

Perform

Once we’ve begun working with our clients, we stay in communication to ensure everything 
runs smoothly. We closely monitor the operations to ensure efficiencies and cost goals are 
met. Technology reporting and performance expectations are delivered. Communication is 
the key to our success, and ongoing reviews include the Periodic Business Review (PBR), 
Quarterly Business Review (QBR) and Annual Business Review (ABR). 

Advance

We continuously look for ways to improve logistics or save our clients money. We analyze 
the end-to-end performance of our program, isolate areas for enhancement, and fine-tune 
adjustments to develop new efficiencies, all while considering future needs. In the end, it’s 
about providing the greatest bottom line savings without supply chain compromise.

LeSaint Logistics is a nationally recognized 3PL provider delivering 
warehousing storage, inventory control, transportation and 
technology solutions that streamline and maximize our clients’ 
supply chain efficiencies. We have the knowledge, flexibility 
and service performance levels to power your supply chain 
management – delivering intelligent solutions that positively affect 
your supply chain performance.

BIG challenges. BIGGER solutions. (continued)
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Discover how 360logic™ can bring a 360-degree  
level of efficiencies to your supply chain.   

Get started today by talking to a client solutions  
director at 844-360logic or visit: lesaint.com/360logic
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